
Raw Materials

Melbourne, VIC 3011
Australia

Phone: +61 3 9689 0466
Fax: +61 3 9689 0622

Gourmet in Melbourne, VICRaw Materials began in 2002 with the vision of providing

fantastic quality groceries to countless food lovers Australia wide. We aim to inspire

consumers to cook, entertain and enjoy eating through exceptional food with

outstanding quality and value for money. We invite them to share the same passion

we have for the things we eat and how we eat them. To achieve these aims we are

required to have an accessible distribution network built on exceptional service.Our

gourmet food delivery service is available in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide,

Perth and to many other locations in Australia. If our customers are inspired we are

sure their customers too will in turn be inspired. From these beginnings we now

reach the corners of the country and even stretching to international markets with

our great groceries, gourmet foods, gourmet hampers, corporate hampers, gift

hampers, condiments, and more. Five reasons to shop with us: 1- Full flavoured

traditional food -this is what we are all about.Gourmet food made the way it used to

be. 2- An artisinal approach -we source products made by single or family producers

who get down and dirty to make the product that you are selling. 3- Long-term

relationships - we learn, grow and develop together. 4- Our guarantee - if we ever

fail you let us know, as every one of our staff is authorised to do whatever it takes

to make things right. 5- Inspiration - let us help you to think outside the square. If

you have any suggestions on how we can improve our service please feel free to

email the team at sales@rawmaterials.com.au or call on 1300 305 129 or +61 3

9689 0466.
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